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TEXAS MARBLE COLLECTORS SHOW 

WHEN:  April 27, 2019  RATE:  TELL THE HOTEL YOU ARE WITH TMCI. 
Show TIME:  9:00 am to 3:00 pm        SHOW COORDINATOR:  Carrol Collier 
WHERE:   Wingate by Wyndham          Phone:  512 251 4244 
1209 North IH 35                                   Email:  cdc2@flash.net                                                                                  
Round Rock, Texas 78664                    Address: 21208 Green Ridge Drive 
Phone: 512 341 7000                            Hutto, TX                                                         
TABLES:  $30.00 TMCI Members           $40.00 NON CLUB MEMBERS   
PHONE 817 625  9911                                                  
ROOM TRADING                                         Tables are Reserved When Paid 
April 25-26                      

This issue of the Newsletter is devoted to Akro Agate Marbles 

The box on the left is 

an Akro tin box 200 

The box on the right is 

An Akro tin box 150  

Both boxes were 

backfilled by Edna 
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The Akro Agate company started in 1910 in 

Akron, Ohio.  Their first packaged for sale 

marbles were made by M.F. Christensen.  

They moved and began production in Clarks-

burg, West Virginia in 1914.  They first made 

slag marbles.  Akro was purchasing marbles 

from M.F Christensen in those early years. 

Red Slags—the blue and red 

ones were dug. 

Most slags are solid colored with 

white swirling.   

I  find it difficult to identify which com-

pany made slags.  The only slags 

Peltier made that I can identify are 

the feathered ones.   

 

These Akro marbles were called “Imperials” 

when I began collecting them.  They are be-

lieved to have been made before Cork-

screws. 

Carnelians were made in corkscrew pattern 

and also as patches.  They react to blacklight. 
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Corkscrews were made in many bright colors.  

White based corkscrews are the least desired.  

The more the number of colors, the more the 

marble is valued by collectors. Base glass can 

be opaque, translucent, or transparent. 

During the 1990’s I found it difficult to collect 

blue on blue like the top row.  It took me 3 years 

to find 5 for a row of marbles.  The same was 

true for row 4 green and yellow.   

 

In my early collecting I wanted 5 alike to show in 

a box of marbles.  

The corkscrews on Row 4 are different.  They 

have the clear transparent glass with thready 

white glass like popeyes and only have 1 col-

ored ribbon.  They are named “Ringers”  

              Corkscrews—Limeade on top row 

            Row 2 very hard to find,  

 

            The more colors in one marble, the    

             greater the value to a collector.                             
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White based corkscrews with 2 colored rib-

bons 

Corkscrews with black ribbons, green 

and black and red and black were hard 

to find.  Rows 3 and 4 are named 

“Indian Blankets” 

Green and blue corks are hard to 

find. 
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Pumpkin based corks are hard to find. Corkscrews with purple are hard 

to find too. 

These corks are called “Onyx”. They have 

white corks in a transparent colored glass.  

Onyx come in transparent glass that is col-

ored and the cork is always white. 

Akro called these spirals and kids called 

them snakes. 

              “ Spirals or “Snakes” 

Sometimes spirals have more than one col-

ored ribbon corking around the marble. 
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Some Akro corkscrews have opalescent base 

glass.  They are called “Aces” 

Most solid colored marbles are called 

“Game Marbles”.  They were sold in 

boxes as game marbles for games like 

Chinese Checkers”.   

Some solid colored marbles have a clear 

tunnel from end to end.  You can see it 

when you hold the marble up to the light.  

They come in other colors.  I just like red. 

These marbles are white and have the same 

clear tunnel from from end to end.  The glass 

is opalescent and they are called “Moonies” 

The marbles to the left are called “Double 

Ingots”.  They are formed when two “globs” 

of glass fall on the same roller.  Two globs 

are rolled into one marble.  It’s a defect and 

usually thrown away.  You can see and feel 

a ridge nearly all the way around the marble 

and the spiral colored ribbons have the pat-

tern disrupted.  On the bottom, third marble 

from  the left is a double ingot sparker.   
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For many collectors, the “Popeyes” are the most desirable of Akro Agate marbles. 

To qualify as a popeye, the base glass must be clear transparent with white threadiness swirl-

ing through the transparent glass, and have 2 or more colored corks.  If the marble has more 

than 2 colored corks, it is called a hybrid and they are the most desired “popeyes”.   

 

 

           Hybrid Popeyes  
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          Other most desirable Akro Agate marbles are the oxbloods. 

When I bought these marbles they were labeled Vitro Agate.  They 

are Akro Agate oxbloods. 

                                  Blue oxblood                                                    Green oxblood 

                       Carnelian Oxblood                                                          Oxblood Patch 
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     A brick is oxblood with white swirls.  In the digs at Akro some with blue  swirls were found.        

Oxblood patches & Swirls 

 

 

Oxblood Sparklers  
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Some of Akro’s marbles 

with dark blue corks have 

oxblood laid on top of the 

blue glass.  “bluebloods” 

3/4ths inch corks      The third marble has a thready oxblood corkscrew 

                                 3/4ths inch corks,  blue ox,  eggyolk oxblood, silver ox 

                                   3/4ths inch corks, limeade oxblood, silver oxblood,  limeade 

3/4 th inch bumble bee with ox and carnelian oxblood 
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                  1 inch dug marble 

This marble was dug at Akro in the early 

1990’s.  None have ever been found except 

In the digs.  It has oxblood too 

             Akro patches with oxblood 

    Akro Agate  dug patches 

This is 3 views of 1 marble.  It measures one inch and many of these were 

found in the digs.  Everybody was looking for one inch popeyes.  This marble 

was almost a popeye.  It’s got the colors, but no thready white glass in clear 

glass base. 
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    Other Interesting Akro Agate Marbles, some with names 

                              Sparklers 

 3 views of a one inch Akro Agate Beachball 

3/4 inch beachballs              Blueberry Patches                         Half and Half 
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UV reactive glass  Lemon Lime 

  5/8ths inch corks                                           5/8ths inch and 3/4ths inch limeade oxbloods” 

These marbles were found in the digs and sold as Akro,  Marble King, and Vitro.  They 

were sold as Marble King cheap, Vitro a little higher, and Akro’s cost $50-$60.  They 

are Akro Agate.  One inch and a little less 
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              2 views of 2 Tight line corkscrews 

A few years ago I inherited some marbles from a friend.  He said they were all Akro Agate 

Patches.  A good many of  them looked Vitro Agate to me.  I had them verified by someone  I 

know to be an expert in all marbles and he says they are Akro.  This means I have some sort-

ing of my Vitro Agate boxes to do.  All of these were dug in the big dig at Akro Agate. 

                   Akro Patches from the digs  
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       More Akro Agate from the Digs 

       Same marbles 2 different views 

       3  views of one marble from the Akro digs 
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                       Akro from the digs 2 views same marbles 

 

This is a first for me.  Very little writing and mostly pictures.  I hope some of the new collectors 

will learn something from the pictures and the seasoned collectors will enjoy the photography.   


